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Abstract9

Stream data processing systems are becoming increasingly popular in the big data era.10

Systems such as Apache Flink typically provide a number (e.g.,30) of configuration parameters to11

flexibly specify the amount of resources (e.g., CPU cores and memory) allocated for tasks. These12

parameters significantly affect task performance. However, it is hard to manually tune them13

for optimal performance for an unknown program running on a given cluster. An automatic as14

well as fast resource configuration tuning approach is therefore desired. To this end, we propose15

to leverage Bayesian optimization to automatically tune the resource configurations for stream16

data processing systems. We first select a machine learning model–random forest–to construct17

accurate performance models for a stream data processing program. We subsequently take the18

Bayesian optimization (BO) algorithm, along with the performance models, to iteratively search19

the optimal configurations for a stream data processing program. Experimental results show20

that our approach improves the 99th-percentile tail latency by a factor of 2.62× on average and21

up to 5.26× overall. Furthermore, our approach improves throughput by a factor of 1.05× on22

average and up to 1.21× overall.23

1 Introduction24

Stream data processing systems, such as Apache Flink [1], Apache Storm [2], Spark Streaming [3],25

and Apache Heron [4], are being widely deployed in an increasing number of companies (for example,26

Alibaba and Twitter) as these companies have to deal with continuous stream data and perform27

real-time data analysis. Flink, one of the latest stream data processing systems, is being widely used28

for real-time monitoring, real-time warehouse data analysis, and stream-data analysis.29

Typically, stream data processing applications repeatedly run on a specific hardware environment30

for long periods of time (e.g., months or years), with each application being run using different31
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data. Considering these applications’ large-scale deployment and long, even a small performance32

improvement can bring huge eco-nomic benefits (e.g., millions of dollars) for companies. Unlike other33

big data applications such as batch processing, the higher performance of stream data processing34

applications implies shorter 99th-percentile latency and higher throughput [5] simultaneously.35

Stream data processing systems typically provide a large number (e.g., 30) of resource configu-36

ration parameters to specify the amount of resources such as CPU cores and memory used in tasks.37

These configuration parameters, including those related to I/O behavior and load balancing, signifi-38

cantly affect the performance of a stream data processing application; we call these key-configuration39

parameters. Tuning these key-configuration parameters can achieve surprisingly high performance.40

However, picking key-configuration parameters, as well as finding their optimal values for a stream41

data processing application is very challenging. This is because the optimal configuration parameter42

values depend on various aspects including the physical cluster resources, the characteristics of the43

application, and its input data. Furthermore, these aspects are usually intertwined in a complex44

way, making the configuration tuning extremely challenging.45

As such, manually tuning these parameters is extremely time-consuming. For a single unknown46

application, a performance engineer, who has a deep understanding on the stream data processing47

system, may take several days or even weeks to find its optimal resource configuration. What’s worse,48

when the number of key-configuration parameters become high-dimensional (e.g. greater than 30),49

using traditional methods to seek the optimal optional parameter values to achieve high perfor-50

mance is NP-hard. Consequently, auto-tuning the resource configuration parameters for optimal51

performance is desired.52

In the present study, we leverage a machine learning based methodology [6] to adjust the resource53

allocation parameters automatically and efficiently for stream data processing applications. It takes54

the speed of input data and key-configuration parameters as input to employ a highly accurate per-55

formance model for a stream data processing workload, which outputs the tail latency or throughput56

of the application. Along with the performance model, we utilize a Bayesian optimization algorithm57

(BOA) to search the optimal resource configuration parameter values to achieve high performance.58

Without loss of generality, we use Apache Flink programs as stream data processing applications59

for our experiments. Our methodology is not bound to specific parameters or systems. Instead, it60

can be applied to other stream processing systems such as Apache Storm or Spark Streaming. To61

the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to tune the resource configuration parameters for62

stream data processing frameworks by using Bayesian optimization.63

Following are the contributions of this study:64

• We propose a methodology to auto-tune resource configuration parameters of stream data65

processing frameworks.66

• We propose a random forest algorithm to build a highly accurate performance model for a67

stream data processing program.68

• We leverage the Bayesian optimization algorithm (BOA) to iteratively search the high-dimensional69

resource configuration space to achieve optimal performance.70
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• We demonstrate that our approach significantly improves the 99th-percentile latency of Flink71

applications compared with default configurations by a factor of 2.62× on average and up to72

5.26× overall, and improves the throughput by a factor of 1.05× on average and up to 1.21×73

overall.74

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe materials and75

methods. Section 3 introduces experimental results and discussion. In Section 4, we present our76

conclusions.77

2 Materials and Methods78

2.1 Background and Motivation79

2.1.1 Flink Framework80

Apache Flink is an open-source real-time data processing engine that can process both batch and81

stream data [7]. It is based on event-driven, efficient checkpointing mechanism, and exactly-once82

semantics. Flink allows users to write their own applications that can be deployed on multiple83

distributed compute nodes, which makes the speed of processing massive amounts of data much84

faster than a single computer node. Unlike Apache Spark, Storm, and other frameworks, Flink85

provides a unified processing architecture for both batch and stream data processing. As a matter86

of fact, while processing, it treats batch data as a type of special stream data.87

Figure 1 shows the architecture of Flink. The Flink runtime consists of two types of daemons:88

JobManager and TaskManager. JobManager acts as the master node running on a Flink cluster and89

is responsible for scheduling tasks, coordinating checkpoints, executing failover strategies, among90

other tasks. TaskManager is a worker process on each slave node of the cluster and executes tasks91

while managing the status of each slave node. In addition to the runtime, Flink uses Client to92

prepare and send a dataflow to the JobManager.93

The entire job submission process is as follows: a user submits a job, which is then transformed94

into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [8] of a task for execution. The nodes of a DAG can be classified95

into three categories: sources nodes, sinks nodes, and operators. The source nodes read data from the96

message queue. The operators define how the intermediate data are processed. And the sink nodes97

output the final processing results. The interaction between the JobManager and the TaskManager,98

and the JobManager and the Client are based on the Akka toolkit.99

The submission of a Flink job also involves the creation of the Actor System, the startup of100

JobManager, and the startup and registration of TaskManager. JobManager and TaskManager com-101

municate with each other via the Actor System to obtain the status of executed tasks, and then send102

it to a Client via the Actor System. During job execution, the JobManager may trigger checkpoint103

operations. After each TaskManager receives trigger-checkpoint instructions, they finish checkpoint104

operations. All coordination processes about checkpoint are completed by the JobManager. When a105

job is completed, Flink feeds the information of the job’s execution back to the Client, and releases106

the resources occupied by the TaskManager for the next submission.107
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Figure 1: Apache Flink Architecture Overview

Flink applications can be deployed on mainstream resource managers(e.g., Mesos [9], YARN [10],108

and Kubernetes [11]). Flink provides hundreds of configuration parameters(e.g., ¿300) that specify109

different aspects of one Flink job, including JobManager, TaskManager, network communication110

and shuffle behavior. Some of these configuration parameters do not affect the performance of Flink111

applications. For instance, jobmanager.archive.fs.dir defines the file directory where the JobManager112

stores the archives of jobs that have been completed and jobmanager.rpc.port specifies the network113

port for communication with the JobManager.114

However, other configuration parameters, especially the resource-related configuration parame-115

ters such as jobmanager.memory.flink.size and akka.framesize, significantly impact a job’s perfor-116

mance. In this example, the parameter jobmanager.memory.flink.size specifies the memory size117

that the JobManager JobManager can consume. It consists of two parts: Java on-heap memory118

and off-heap memory. If it is too small, the memory buffer cannot cache all the intermediate re-119

sults, which degrades the performance. The parameter akka.framesize limits the size of the message120

sent between the JobManager and the TaskManager, which has a significant impact on the network121

performance. We call these resource-related parameters key-configuration parameters. We will first122

determine these key-configuration parameters and then focus on tuning them afterward.123
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Algorithm 1: Bayesian optimization

1 for n = 1, 2, ... do
2 select new xn+1 by optimizing utility function α xn+1 = argmax

x
α(x;Dn)

3 query target function to obtain yn+1

4 augment data Dn+1 = {Dn, (xn+1, yn+1)}
5 update statistical model

6 end

2.1.2 Bayesian Optimization124

Bayesian optimization [12] is an algorithm for black-box function optimizations and it has been125

extensively used for hyper-parameter tuning in machine learning. Mathematically, we formulate a126

global maximization problem of a black-box function f as follows:127

x⋆ = argmax
x∈X

f(x) (1)

where X is our resource configuration space. Bayesian optimization is extremely useful in cases128

where function f is unknown, the cost of evaluating f is quite high (such as the learning rate in deep129

neural networks), or one does not have access to derivatives with respect to x.130

Bayesian optimization consists of two key parts. The first part is a prior model, also called131

the probabilistic surrogate model; it consists of a distribution that captures our beliefs about the132

behavior of a black-box function. The other part is an acquisition function; examples include133

Thompson Sampling (TS), Probability Of Improvement (POI), Expected Improvement (EI), and134

Upper-Confidence-Bounds (UCB). The advantage of acquisition functions is that they are easy to135

evaluate compared with the unknown objective function f. In most cases, the acquisition function is136

much easier to optimize compared with the original black-box function. Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-137

code of a Bayesian optimization framework and Figure 2 illustrates the iterative process of Bayesian138

optimization.139

The main idea of Bayesian optimization is to build a model that can be easily updated and140

queried to find a global maximizer in a short time. To explain Bayesian optimization, we take a141

model parameterized by w as an example and let D represent the available data. We simply consider142

the non-parametric case in this example. Because w is unobserved, we treat it as a random variable143

with a prior distribution p(w), which captures our beliefs about the unknown objective function.144

When we are given data D and a likelihood p(D | w), inferring a posterior distribution p(w | D) is145

easy by using Bayes’ rule:146

p(w | D) =
p(D | w)p(w)

p(D)
(2)

where p(D) represents marginal likelihood. After observing data D, we update our beliefs about147

w. The Bayesian optimization algorithm uses Bayes’ rule, which makes the posterior computing148

analytically and quickly.149
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Figure 2: The procedure of the Bayesian optimization algorithm over four iterations. Although the
target function is shown, it is in fact a black-box function. By maximizing the acquisition function,
we select the next observation point. Note that the acquisition is high where the model predicts a
high objective (exploitation) and where the prediction uncertainly is high (exploration).

2.1.3 Motivation150

Flink has more than 300 configuration parameters and the key-configuration parameters need to be151

tuned. In this section, we attempt to answer two questions: 1) whether the performance of Flink152

(such as throughput and latency) is affected by input data speed? 2) whether some approaches on153

automatic parameter tuning for big data processing systems [13–16] (such as Hadoop and Spark)154

are also applicable to Flink?155

2.1.4 Input Data Speed Sensitivity156

In theory, when the input data speed increases, the streaming processing system has to adapt itself157

to handle the increased input data speed and process tuples. When the input data speed is beyond158

the ability of the system to handle, backpressure arises in the system. To find out whether the input159

data speed influences throughput and latency of Flink applications, we first select three programs160

in HiBench [17] as follows: Flink WordCount (Flink-WC), Flink Repartition (Flink-RP) and Flink161

Identity (Flink-ID). Subsequently, we run these three programs with three different input data speeds162

– 8K records/s, 80K records/s, and 160K records/s – with the default resource configuration on the163

same cluster. Our goal is to observe the fluctuations of throughput and latency.164

Figure 3 shows the fluctuations of throughput and latency. We can clearly find that the input165
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data speed significantly influences both throughput and latency of Flink applications. In addition,166

throughput and latency are not closely correlated. However, we note that their values increase with167

the speed of the input data. Here is what explains this phenomenon.168

On the one hand, when the input data speed increases, the streaming system has to scale out169

to process more data, which causes the system to receive data at a much higher rate than it can170

process it. As a result, backpressure builds in the system. From the moment when the backpressure171

mechanism starts, the latency of all queue messages increases.172

On the other hand, fluctuations of throughput and latency exist because of the nature of In-173

Memory Computing (IMC) frameworks. As an IMC framework, Flink leverages memory to keep its174

state. As Figure 4 shows, stateful Flink applications are optimized for local state accesses. Task175

state is always maintained in memory unless there is not enough memory. In that case, the task state176

is maintained in access-efficient on-disk data structures. Consequently, computations are performed177

using local states, which results in low processing latency. Besides, since it periodically checkpoints178

the local state to the storage, the Flink guarantees exactly-once state consistency in case of failures.179

180

2.1.5 Limitations of Prior Works181

Popular big data computing frameworks such as Spark and Flink also contain numerous configura-182

tion parameters controlling memory, I/O, computing cores, and so on. Herodotou et al. [18] classify183

common big data parameter auto-tuning methods into six categories. Rule-based methods assist184

developers tune some parameters quickly. It relies on expert experience and manual tuning instruc-185

tions, but a deep understanding of the internal mechanism of the system is required. White-box186

approaches are broadly used in constructing cost model and analytical model. Large amounts of187

history information and system logs are needed to be analyzed to build an accurate model. This type188

of complex analytical approach is not suitable for Flink applications. Simulation-based approaches,189

meanwhile, cannot tune the resource configuration parameters automatically, and thus, they are not190

very efficient for searching the optimal configuration for a specific streaming workload.191

Though experiment-driven approaches can find optimal settings on real systems, they are time-192

consuming because repeated experiments on physical machines is necessary. Also, the high-dimensional193

configuration space makes it impossible to find an optimal configuration to achieve our desired per-194

formance. Adaptive approaches can tune resource configurations when an workload is running, but195

improper settings of some configuration parameters may cause certain system issues. Machine learn-196

ing based methods typically abstract a complex system into an invisible black box to tune system197

parameters. One advantage is they do not require an in-depth understanding of the system mecha-198

nism and hardware. The other advantage is that they have the ability to capture complex system199

dynamics. However, machine learning based approaches have yet not been applied in stream data200

processing systems. We therefore choose machine learning approaches to build performance models201

for our Flink workloads.202
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Figure 3: (a) and (b) represent the fluctuations of throughput and latency of Flink applications.
The X-axis represents the input data speed, and the Y-axis of (a) and (b) denotes corresponding
throughput and 99th-percentile tail latency of different programs, respectively.

2.2 Related Work203

For batch processing systems, Herodotou et al. [19–21] first proposed using analytical models to204

predict the performance of the MapReduce framework. Gancer et al. [22] developed the response205

surface (RS) methodology to build a performance model, after which the model was used in a206

simulator for MapReduce jobs. Bei et al. [23] suggested using random forest to auto-tune Hadoop’s207

configurations. Their results showed that RFHOC’s performance increases when the size of the input208

data set increases.209

In-memory cluster (IMC) computing frameworks such as Spark can leverage memory resource to210

store temporary data and thus perform better than traditional on-disk cluster computing [24, 25]. Yu211

et al. [26] proposed a DAC, a datasize-aware auto-tuning methodology to efficiently find the optimal212

configuration in high-dimensional configuration space for a given IMC program, and compared with213

default configurations, the authors achieved improved performance of Spark programs by a factor214

of 30.4× on average and up to 89× overall.215

For the stream processing system Apache Storm, Li et al. [27] aimed not only to leverage sup-216
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Figure 4: Flink uses memory to keep its low processing latency and make incremental snapshots.

port vector regression (SVR) to construct the workload performance model but also provided an217

efficient scheduling solution for Storm. Trotter et al. [28] suggest accelerating the exploration of the218

configuration space in Storm by employing searching algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) or219

Bayesian optimization algorithm (BOA).220

For Spark Streaming, Lin et al. [29] leveraged an executable and reliable model named SSP221

(stands for Spark Streaming Processing) to simulate Spark Streaming in different scenarios. Vaquro222

et al. [30] employed a reinforcement learning method to auto-tune configurations for stream pro-223

cessing engines. Das et al. [31] applied a robust and effective algorithm that adaptively tunes the224

batch size for promoting the performance of Spark Streaming. Petrov et al. [32] proposed a robust225

and adaptive performance model for Spark Streaming to achieve the goal of allocating resources226

dynamically and reducing the total cost.227

As for the stream processing system Apache Flink, although there are few studies on scheduling228

optimization such as operator chain, slot sharing, checkpoint and some people even propose to change229

hardware resources to optimize the performance, these methods are extremely time-consuming and230

not necessarily very effective for dynamic tuning of Flink program performance. In other words,231

these approaches may be feasible in theory, but they cannot efficiently optimize the performance of232

Flink applications in reality. Furthermore, they require expert knowledge on the extremely complex233

Flink system and are not adaptive to system changes.234

We propose a machine learning approach based on Bayesian optimization to optimize the per-235

formance of Flink. We focus on tuning key-configuration parameters, which significantly improves236

the performance of Flink programs. Moreover, our approach treats the Flink system as a black-box,237

which means a user is not required to have a deep understanding of Flink. In addition, we take into238

account the influence of input data speed and our approach is adaptive to system changes.239
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2.3 Machine Learning Approach Based On Bayesian Optimization240

In this section, we propose a machine learning approach based on Bayesian optimization to op-241

timize the performance for a given Flink application on a given hard cluster by auto-tuning its242

key-configuration parameters. Figure 5 depicts an workflow of our methodology. It is composed of243

five modules: determining, generating, collecting, modeling, and searching.244
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Figure 5: Block diagram of our methodology.

In the determining module, we pick key-configuration parameters out of more than 300 configu-245

ration parameters in Flink using theories and experiments in the 1○ step.246

In the 2○ step, the generating component automatically generates random configuration param-247

eter values that are employed to learn the potential relationship between configuration parameters248

and the performance(e.g., tail latency or throughput) of a given Flink application.249

Note that in the 3○ step, we classify these configurations into two categories: FailConf and250

PassConf. FailConf represents the configuration parameters with which fail to start a Flink Cluster251

or submit a job. For example, on the Flink official website, it is not recommended to explicitly con-252

figure both total process memory and total Flink memory. It may lead to deployment failures due to253

potential memory configuration conflicts. Unfortunately, we do not know whether the configuration254

parameters are proper unless we use them to submit a Flink job.255

On the contrary, PassConf represents the configuration parameters with which we can success-256

fully submit a Flink job. By performing experiments with such parameters, we can easily find the257

PassConf. Later, in the 4○ and 5○ step, the collecting component collects the performance (such258

as latency and throughput) of a Flink program with a number of different parameter values in259

PassConf.260

In the 6○ step, the modeling module employs an appropriate machine learning algorithm to261
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construct a performance model that inputs the key-configuration parameters and the speed of input262

data as inputs and outputs the performance for a given Flink program. Last but not the least, the263

searching module is employed to automatically search the optimal configurations in the 7○ step.264

In summary, the searching component depends on the accuracy of the performance models built265

by the modeling component; in turn, the modeling component depends on the training data of the266

collecting component, and the generating component needs the key-configuration parameters from267

the determining component to generate proper configuration parameter values. The five components268

are closely connected for optimal configuration parameter tuning.269

2.3.1 Determining Key Configurations270

Flink provides more than 300 configuration parameters to tune and they are stored in flink-conf.yaml,271

which is a collection of key-value pairs with format key: value . The configuration and its corre-272

sponding value is parsed from this file when an Flink process is started. Therefore changing a273

configuration file requires restarting Flink processes. These configurations are mainly classified as274

follows: basic setup, common setup options, security, resource orchestration frameworks, state back-275

ends, metrics, history server, and so on. The basic setup includes the ones needed for a basic276

distributed Flink setup, which includes hostnames/ports, memory sizes, parallelism, checkpointing,277

web UI, among others. The basic setup is necessary and significant for starting a Flink cluster.278

First of all, we can exclude some configuration parameters that do not affect performance, such279

as hostnames/ports, YARN, SSL and web UI. After this, we are left with approximately 60 con-280

figuration parameters. Then we use the single variable principle to perform experiments: when281

we change a parameter’s value, we set the rest of the parameters as default values. At the same282

time, we observe the variation of performance and the corresponding resource configurations such283

as computing resources (the number of cores required for each task), memory resources (memory284

size, buffer size), network bandwidth utilization, and disk resource utilization. If the performance285

varies significantly when the parameter’s value changes, we call these parameters key-configuration286

parameters. Otherwise, we exclude this configuration parameter. Through the experiments, we end287

up picking 30 key-configuration parameters, as shown in Table 3.1.3. Most of these configuration pa-288

rameters are related to resources such as memory, and thus, we also call them resource configuration289

parameters.290

2.3.2 Generating Resource Configurations291

The aim of the generating component is to randomly generate values for resource configuration292

parameters within their value ranges, and these configurations are written into the configuration file293

flink-conf.yaml. Here we use the following vector to represent a configuration set:294

confi = {ci1, ci2, ..., cij , ...cin} (3)

with confi the ith configuration set and cij the value of the jth configuration parameter in the ith295

configuration set. n is 30 which corresponds to the 30 key-configuration parameters of Flink and m296
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is the number of configurations. It is worth mentioning that as long as the two values of at least one297

parameter of two configuration sets are different, we regard them as two different configuration sets.298

After generating configurations, we classify these configurations into two categories: FailConf and299

PassConf. Note that we only use configurations in PassConf to collect performance data, because300

the FailConf can not successfully submit a Flink job or start a Flink cluster. Unfortunately, the301

emergence of FailConf is inevitable because there may be conflicts between different configuration302

parameters. By submitting a job using generated configurations, we can easily find out whether303

they belong to PassConf.304

2.3.3 Collecting Performance Data305

For each set of configurations in PassConf, we run a Flink application in a given cluster and then use306

HiBench to collect its throughput and 99th-percentile tail latency. Finally, we define the performance307

of a Flink application as follows:308

perfi = throughputi/latencyi, i = 1, 2, ...m (4)

where perfi is the performance of the ith trial of the application, throughputi the throughput (msg/s)309

of the ith execution and latencyi the 99th-percentile tail latency (ms) of the ith execution. m denotes310

the number of executions. Higher perfi is better and this definition can ensure high throughput and311

low latency at the same time, which is good for both service providers and end users.312

Subsequently, we use these data as training data to build proper performance models. m must313

be large enough to ensure the accuracy of a performance model (e.g. model error rate <10%),314

and different Flink programs may require different values of m for obtaining good accuracy of the315

performance model. m needs a proper value because a larger m causes a longer runtime of programs316

and collect correspond performance, and a smaller m may decrease the accuracy of a performance317

model. Consequently, we leverage experiments to maintain a favourable balance between the cost of318

time and the accuracy of the performance model in our environment.319

2.3.4 Building Performance Models320

We consider establishing the following simplified performance model for a given Flink program on a321

given cluster:322

perf = f(c1, c2, ..., ci, ...c30, speed) (5)

with perf the performance, ci the value of the i
th configuration parameter, and speed the input data323

speed (byte/s). In order to effectively tune configuration parameters for a given Flink application,324

we use machine learning (ML) approaches to construct an accurate performance model with high-325

dimensional parameter space. ML models provide two benefits: 1) they regard the intricate system326

as a black-box, in other words, there is no need to comprehend the internals of the system, and 2)327

they can improve accuracy with more training data. However, we face one challenge using ML: the328

ML model selection issue.329

There exists many ML algorithms for us to choose from. Some well-known ones are 1) Random330
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Forest (RF), which uses the average of the multiple decision trees’ prediction results as the final331

prediction result; 2) Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT), which is an iterative decision tree332

algorithm composed of multiple decision trees; 3) Artificial Neutral Network (ANN), which forms a333

collection of connected nodes that can transmit signals to each other, leading to some prediction; and334

4) Support Vector Machine (SVM), which aims to find the separated hyper-plane that can correctly335

partition the training data set and has the maximum geometric spacing.336

Which one is the most suitable for our performance models? In theory, it is particularly chal-337

lenging to obtain a correct answer to this question. Our goal is to build a sufficiently accurate model338

that uses as little training data as possible. We implement four different ML algorithms–SVM, ANN,339

RL, and GBRT–on top of the sklearn Python library [33] and adopt default hyper-parameter values.340

We employ the four machine learning models on the same training data set and evaluate their fitting341

effect using the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). MAPE is an is a mathematical method342

that widely used to evaluate the fitting quality of regression models. It is defined as follows:343

MAPE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣prei − acti
acti

∣∣∣∣ ∗ 100% (6)

where prei is the performance predicted by the models for a given Flink program, acti is the actual344

performance of that program, and n is the total number of the testing data. In our experiments,345

one-fifth of the dataset was used as a testing data and the other four-fifths as training data. Note346

that there exists no overlap between the testing data and the training data.347

Figure 6 shows the MAPE of the models for the programWordCount built by the four algorithms.348

The horizontal axis is the total number of dataset (where the training data accounts for 80% and349

the testing data accounts for 20%). As can be seen, the MAPE decreases when the amount of350

training data increases for all four algorithms. However, the MAPE of RF is the lowest among the351

experimented algorithms for all the data sets, as shown in Figure 6. We thus choose RF as the352

performance model.353

2.3.5 Searching Optimal Configurations354

To search the optimal configuration parameters for a given Flink program, a well-performing search355

algorithm is urgently needed. We require a robust and reliable searching algorithm. Many searching356

algorithms exists that can efficiently search a particular parameter space, such as grid search [34],357

random search [35], tabu search [36], genetic algorithm [37], and Bayesian optimization. Grid search358

is highly time-consuming, especially when we search in a high-dimensional space. Random search359

tends to easily get stuck in local optimality. Tabu search is typically affected by local convergence360

rate and its initial solution space.361

The genetic algorithm is an evolutionary and heuristic algorithm that seeks the optimal solution362

by simulating the selection and heredity mechanism in nature. However, there are some parameters363

in a genetic algorithm that dramatically affect the effectiveness of solutions, such as crossover rate364

and mutation rate. At present, it is very challenging to pick appropriate values for these parameters365

that heavily rely on parameter tuning experience. Moreover, from results in Section 3.2.2, we find366
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that the genetic algorithm needs more training time to obtain more accurate solutions, and thus,367

its iteration speed is relatively slow. The iteration efficiency of Bayesian optimization, however, is368

higher.369

As a result, we choose Bayesian optimization for our experiment and compare it against the370

genetic algorithm on the time used to find the optimal configuration and the final speedups. Note371

that we utilize Matern 5/2 kernel for Bayesian optimization because it is favored on practical func-372

tions [12]. Detailed results are presented in Section 3.2.2.373

3 Results and Discussion374

3.1 Experimental Setup375

3.1.1 Cluster Platform376

Our experimental hardware environment is made up of 8 Linux compute nodes, and one of them377

acts as the master node and the others as the slave nodes. Each compute node is mounted with378

an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU Silver-4114 2.20GHz 10-core processor and 64 GB DRAM. There are in379

total 80 cores and 512 GB of memory in our hardware cluster. The operating system used in each380

node is Ubuntu Server 18.04. We choose Flink 1.11 for this experiment. We use a Kafka [38] cluster381

to generate data streams.382

Figure 7 shows the topology of our Kafka and Flink cluster. The cluster consists of 8 servers,383

where one is used as the Flink master and the others as Flink slaves. Each server runs Kafka and384

Flink daemons for data transmission and processing. Once we start Kafka, one server will be selected385

as the leader while the others as followers. The Kafka daemon reads data from the data generator386

continuously. The Flink daemon processes the stream from Kafka and then outputs the results to387

Kafka. The latency of each record is computed as the difference between out timestamp and in388

SVM ANN RF GBRT
200 28.2 27.3 26.3 27.1
400 21.3 23.2 20.1 22.4
600 17.3 16.5 14.2 14.6
800 13.5 12.2 10.5 11.4
1000 8.3 8.9 7.5 8.7
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Figure 6: The MAPE of the performance models for WordCount constructed by Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Random Forest (RF) and Gradient Boosted
Regression Trees (GBRT) with different sizes of dataset. The X-axis represents the size of dataset
(the sum of the number of training sets and testing sets).
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Figure 7: The coordination between a Kafka cluster and a Flink cluster

timestamp.389

3.1.2 Representative Programs390

We choose all Flink programs from HiBench, as listed in Table 1. Streaming benchmarks are391

widely used to evaluate streaming processing systems, such as Spark Streaming, Flink, Storm,392

and Gearpump. The four programs are as follows: WordCount, FixWindow, Repartition, and393

Identity. WordCount mainly evaluates the performance of the stateful operator and the cost of394

Checkpoint/Acker during stream processing. FixWindow involves a window operation and thus395

evaluates the efficiency of window operation. Repartition tests the shuffle performance by changing396

the parallelism of tasks. Identity evaluates read/write efficiency from Kafka. Detailed processes are397

shown in Figure 8.398

Table 1: Benchmarks for experiments.

Benchmark Suite Program Abbr.

HiBench

FixWindow FW

WordCount WC

Repartition RP

Identity ID

3.1.3 Configuration Parameters399

Based on expert experience and additional experiments, we select 30 configuration parameters that400

affect the performance of Flink system critically, including network stack, I/O, parallelism, and401
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Figure 8: Streaming processing of different benchmarks.

execution behavior. Table 2 lists 30 key-configuration parameters in detail. The third column of402

Table 2 demonstrates default configurations that Apache Flink provides for developers [39]. The403

second column depicts the value range of each configuration.404

3.2 Results and Analysis405

In this section, we evaluate the impact of execution number and iteration number for Bayesian406

optimization. Then we present the performance comparison results and analysis among various407

methods.408

3.2.1 Impact of Execution Number409

As described in Section 2.3.3, it is extremely important to determine a suitable execution number410

m that affects both model accuracy and time cost. A larger m increases the model accuracy at the411

cost of increasing time for collecting training data and vice versa. To minimize the time cost and412

maximize model accuracy simultaneously, we carefully determine the trade-off m using experiments.413

We first build a performance model for a Flink program using 100 different configurations and414

increase the training dataset by 100 configurations each time. Figure 9 illustrates the relationship415

between model accuracy and the number of resource configurations in the dataset for the exper-416

imented Flink programs. As mentioned earlier, we use mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)417

to represent the model accuracy, which is a common metric to evaluate the quality of regression418

models. A MAPE value of 0% indicates a perfect model (i.e. no mean errors), and as MAPE value419

increases, the modeling quality deteriorates. Note that when the actual value is 0, there is a problem420

of dividing the denominator by 0, and thus, this formula is no longer available.421

For convenience, we only show the maximum (Max), mean (Mean), and minimum (Min) MAPE422
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of the performance models for all the Flink programs in Figure 9. The overall trend is that the MAPE423

decreases when the number of resource configurations in the training dataset increases. When m424

reaches 1000, the whole curve becomes flat and shows signs of convergence, and thus we set m to425

1000 to build the model of each Flink program.426

3.2.2 Comparison Between Bayesian Optimization and Genetic Algorithm427

To choose a suitable search algorithm, we compare the Bayesian Optimization Algorithm (BOA)428

with the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Figure 10 shows that Bayesian optimization has a faster con-429
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Figure 9: The MAPE of performance model as a function of the number of dataset (m executions).

vergence speed, which means it requires lesser iteration time. Besides, we observe that the average430

iteration time of GA is 1.4× that of BOA. Nonetheless, the final optimal search solution of Bayesian431

optimization is almost the same as that from GA.432

Consequently, we choose Bayesian optimization as our search algorithm by iteratively searching433

the extremely complex resource configuration space to achieve the optimal performance for given434

Flink programs.435

3.2.3 The Impact of Different Acquisition Functions on Bayesian Optimization436

During Bayesian optimization, we use acquisition functions to select a sequence of query points. Be-437

sides, acquisition functions are helpful for satisfying our requirement to trade off between exploration438

and exploitation. There are three widely used acquisition functions: Probability of Improvement439

(POI), Expected Improvement (EI), and Upper Confidence Bound (UCB). We divide these three440

acquisition functions into two categories [12]:441

1 Improvement-based policies. POI favors points that are most likely to improve the current442

target, while EI prefers to choose these points that can maximize the expected improvement443

which includes the amount of improvement over the current best.444

2 Optimistic policies. When we aim to find a minimum over a black-box function, UCB chooses445

these points whose certainty region has the smallest lower bound. The key idea of this strategy446

is to always stay optimistic when facing uncertainty. And UCB has been shown to be an447

efficient approach to negotiate exploration and exploitation.448

In our experiment, we first consider these three widely used acquisition functions: POI, EI,449

and UCB. We also perform an experiment to choose an acquisition function that can achieve better450

iteration results in Bayesian optimization. Figure 11 shows how different acquisition functions impact451

the iteration of Bayesian optimization. The iteration result of EI is better compared with POI and452

UCB. Therefore, we choose EI as the acquisition function for our experiment.453
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Figure 10: Comparison between BOA and GA for Flink programs. The X-axis represents the time
BOA and GA iteration cost in seconds, and the Y-axis represents the 99th percentile latency. Note
that the red vertical line denotes the time taken for BOA to converge, while the blue vertical line is
the time taken for GA to converge.
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iteration EI POI UCB
0 2413.56 2241.79 1652.11
5 1782.88 1283.36 1652.11
10 1726.72 1283.36 1652.11
15 1726.72 1283.36 1652.11
20 1726.72 1283.36 1652.11
25 1726.72 1283.36 1652.11
30 1501.1 1283.36 1652.11
35 1501.1 1283.36 1231.7
40 1501.1 1283.36 1231.7
45 1458.89 1283.36 1231.7
50 1458.89 1283.36 1231.7
55 1458.89 1283.36 1231.7
60 1083 1283.36 1231.7
65 1083 1283.36 1231.7
70 1083 1283.36 1137.81
75 1083 1283.36 1137.81
80 1083 1283.36 1137.81
85 1083 1132.32 1137.81
90 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
95 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
100 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
105 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
110 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
115 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
120 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
125 924.64 1132.32 1137.81
130 924.64 1132.32 1022.83
135 924.64 1132.32 1022.83
140 924.64 1132.32 1022.83
145 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
150 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
155 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
160 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
165 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
170 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
175 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
180 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
185 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
186 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
187 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
188 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
189 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
190 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
191 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
192 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
193 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
194 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
195 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
196 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
197 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
198 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
199 924.64 1069.76 1022.83
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Figure 11: The impact of different acquisition functions for Bayesian Optimization. Note that the
X-axis represents the iteration number, while the Y-axis represents the 99th percentile latency. Note
that the black vertical line represents the time taken for acquisition function EI to converge.

3.2.4 Time Overhead454

The total time overhead of our method mainly consists three parts: 1) data collection, 2) model455

building and 3) searching the best configuration. It should be noted that the time used for data456

collection dominates the total time overhead. Another problem is that there always exists noise in457

the real hardware cluster. To reduce the influence of measurement noise, we repeat the experiment458

for three times to obtain the average value.459

For the stream application we tested in Hibench, we set a run time of 5 min for one trial. And460

for one given workload, the time cost for data collection is approximately between 3 and 4 days. In461

contrast, it usually takes less than 3 s to build an accurate model and approximately a few minutes462

(e.g., 1 or 2 min) to finish searching the best configuration.463

3.2.5 Speedup464

To clearly show the optimization results, we use the speedup metric that can be defined as follows:465

speedup = perf/perf0 (7)

where perf is the performance of an Flink application with configurations produced using our466

proposed approach Bayesian optimization algorithm(BOA), and perf0 is the performance obtained467

using the default configuration. Besides, we also implement modified Hill Climbing (mHC) [5], –the468

state-of-the-art approach to tuning configuration of streaming processing systems, –for performance469

comparison.470

For stream processing systems, both throughput and tail latency are crucial performance metrics.471

However, it is difficult to obtain a clear relationship between them. In many cases, high throughput472
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speedup BOA mHC BOA-throughput BOA-latency BOA mHC-throughputmHC-latency mHC
WC-T1 2.21 1.8 1.006922593 2.204819277 2.220082 1.005664 1.811881 1.822144
WC-T2 1.81 1.41 1.009372546 1.813664596 1.830663 1.007219 1.403846 1.413981
WC-T3 3.55 2.44 1.124 3.19043087 3.586044 1.075515 2.310102 2.48455
WC-T4 2.35 1.55 1.063001557 2.21498829 2.354536 1.030113 1.523518 1.569396
ID-T1 2.6 1.82 1.005025126 2.609756098 2.62287 1.004585 1.813559 1.821875
ID-T2 1.85 1.42 1.012005471 1.852173913 1.87441 1.003419 1.44898 1.453934
ID-T3 2.07 1.51 1.040002666 2.012962257 2.093486 1.023384 1.485929 1.520676
ID-T4 3.72 2.59 1.023001066 3.674208145 3.758719 1.018257 2.64065 2.688861
RP-T1 2.35 1.82 1.005972964 2.355232867 2.369301 1.005721 1.847222 1.857791
RP-T2 1.83 1.42 1.022996966 1.810606061 1.852245 1.01441 1.448485 1.469358
RP-T3 4.26 3.03 1.05 4.076576577 4.280405 1.023169 2.976974 3.045947
RP-T4 5.46 3.58 1.03999802 5.259168704 5.469525 1.024247 3.514706 3.599928
FW-T1 2.58 1.83 1.016460905 2.56744186 2.609704 1.008359 1.827815 1.843093
FW-T2 2.35 1.71 1.023006454 2.309884239 2.363026 1.013767 1.703217 1.726666
FW-T3 1.81 1.35 1.164007477 1.579112819 1.838099 1.062008 1.289872 1.369854
FW-T4 2.8 1.94 1.213868883 2.323939698 2.820958 1.093518 1.805022 1.973824
AVG 2.725 1.95125
MAX 5.46 3.58
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def BOA mHC BOA/def mHC/def hroughput-deput data speughput-spee BOA-perf mHC-perf BOA/mHC
WC-T1 183 83 101 2.204819 1.811881 15890 16K 1.01 2.226867 1.83 1.216867
WC-T2 292 161 208 1.813665 1.403846 78954 80K 1.01 1.831801 1.417885 1.291925
WC-T3 2950 924.64 1277 3.190431 2.310102 97000 160K 1.12 3.573283 2.587314 1.381078
WC-T4 4729 2135 3104 2.214988 1.523518 100188 240K 1.06 2.347888 1.614929 1.453864
ID-T1 107 41 59 2.609756 1.813559 15920 16K 1.01 2.635854 1.831695 1.439024
ID-T2 213 115 147 1.852174 1.44898 78964 80K 1.01 1.870696 1.463469 1.278261
ID-T3 792 393.45 533 2.012962 1.485929 150015 160K 1.04 2.093481 1.545366 1.354683
ID-T4 1624 442 615 3.674208 2.64065 187600 200K 1.02 3.747692 2.693463 1.391403
RP-T1 133 56.47 72 2.355233 1.847222 15905 16K 1.01 2.378785 1.865694 1.275013
RP-T2 239 132 165 1.810606 1.448485 77445 80K 1.02 1.846818 1.477455 1.25
RP-T3 905 222 304 4.076577 2.976974 143900 160K 1.05 4.280405 3.125822 1.369369
RP-T4 2151 409 612 5.259169 3.514706 181834 200K 1.04 5.469535 3.655294 1.496333
FW-T1 552 215 302 2.567442 1.827815 15552 16K 1.01 2.593116 1.846093 1.404651
FW-T2 2594 1123 1523 2.309884 1.703217 38424 40K 1.02 2.356082 1.737282 1.356189
FW-T3 4521 2863 3505 1.579113 1.289872 52961 80K 1.16 1.831771 1.496251 1.22424
FW-T4 30550 13145.78 16925 2.32394 1.805022 54150 240K 1.14 2.649291 2.057725 1.287485
AVG 2.615935 1.928236 2.733335 2.015359 1.341899
MAX 5.259169 3.514706 5.469535 3.655294 1.496333
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def BOA mHC BOA/def mHC/def BOA/mHCput data speed
WC-T1 15890 16000 15980 1.006923 1.005664 1.001252 16K
WC-T2 78954 79694 79524 1.009373 1.007219 1.002138 80K
WC-T3 97000 109028 104325 1.124 1.075515 1.04508 160K
WC-T4 100188 106500 103205 1.063002 1.030113 1.031927 240K
ID-T1 15920 16000 15993 1.005025 1.004585 1.000438 16K
ID-T2 78964 79912 79234 1.012005 1.003419 1.008557 80K
ID-T3 150015 156016 153523 1.040003 1.023384 1.016239 160K
ID-T4 187600 191915 191025 1.023001 1.018257 1.004659 200K
RP-T1 15905 16000 15996 1.005973 1.005721 1.00025 16K
RP-T2 77445 79226 78561 1.022997 1.01441 1.008465 80K
RP-T3 143900 151095 147234 1.05 1.023169 1.026224 160K
RP-T4 181834 189107 186243 1.039998 1.024247 1.015378 200K
FW-T1 15552 15808 15682 1.016461 1.008359 1.008035 16K
FW-T2 38424 39308 38953 1.023006 1.013767 1.009114 40K
FW-T3 52961 61647 56245 1.164007 1.062008 1.096044 80K
FW-T4 54150 65731 59214 1.213869 1.093518 1.110058 240K
AVG 1.051228 1.025835 1.023991
MAX 1.213869 1.093518 1.110058
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Figure 12: Performance comparisons for all programs–WordCount (WC), Identity (ID), RePartition
(RP) and FixWindow (FW)–with default configurations (def), Bayesian Optimization Algorithm
(BOA) and modified Hill Climbing (mHC) methods. The T1, T2, T3, T4 of each program correspond
to the input data speed from left to right in the third column of Table 2. (a) displays the speedup
ratios of throughput to 99th-percentile tail latency using BOA and mHC with respect to def method.
(b) and (c) show 99th-percentile tail latency and throughput of each method, respectively.

does not necessarily produce low latency and vice versa. As a consequence, we consider 99th-473

percentile tail latency, throughput and the ratio of the throughput to 99th-percentile tail latency474

defined in Equation 4 (Section 2.3.3) as the optimization metrics in our study.475

Figure 12(a) depicts the speedups of 16 program-input pairs with BOA and mHC compared with476

the default configurations. Regarding the ratio of throughput and latency (the higher the better) as477

the optimization metric, compared to the default configurations, BOA improves the 16 programs-478

input pairs by a factor of 2.73× on average and up to 5.46× overall, whereas mHC improves by a479

factor of 1.95× on average and up to 3.58× overall.480

In Figure 12(b), we consider 99th-percentile tail latency as the optimization metric (the lower481

the better). As can be seen, compared with the default configurations, BOA improves the 99th-482

percentile tail latency by a factor of 2.62× on average and up to 5.26× overall, while mHC improves483

by a factor of 1.93× on average and up to 3.51× overall.484
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In Figure 12(c), we take throughput as the optimization metric (the higher the better). We485

observe that when it comes to throughput, all methods exhibit similar performance: BOA improves486

the throughput by a factor of 1.05× on average and up to 1.21× overall, whereas mHC improves by487

a factor of 1.03× on average and up to 1.09× overall.488

Table 2: Input data speeds of benchmarks

Application Abbr. input data speed

WordCount WC 16K,80K,160K,240K (events/s)

Identity ID 16K,80K,160K,200K (events/s)

Repartition RP 16K,80K,160K,200K(events/s)

FixWindow FW 16K,40K,80K,240K (events/s)

3.2.6 Future Work489

The proposed methodology can adopt to different workloads (for example, time-varying workload).490

Furthermore, as it is based on a black box model, specific characteristics of the application do not491

affect the universality of the method.492

In fact, Flink is just one example of our methodology optimized for a stream processing engine.493

Flink essentially performs stateful stream processing, storing state (intermediate results) either in the494

memory or in a stable storage file system (e.g., HDFS). It also supports three different time semantics495

and provides an incremental checkpoint mechanism. Due to the above internal mechanism, Flink496

can simultaneously ensure high throughput and low tail latency when processing data streams.497

However, the proposed method is a parameter-tuning tool independent of the Flink system. It498

interacts with the Flink system through several APIs to start Flink, run a given workload, and499

collect performance data. And later it constructs an accurate machine learning model and leverages500

Bayesian optimization to achieve automatic parameter tuning. Because of this, it can also be501

integrated into other stream processing systems (e.g., Spark Streaming and Storm). In future studies,502

we plan to add more evaluations using various applications and benchmark suites(e.g., TPC-DS and503

TPC-H).504

4 Conclusion505

We proposed a machine learning approach based on Bayesian optimization to auto-tune the key-506

configuration parameters of stream data processing systems. The speed of input data and 30 key-507

configuration parameters were needed to build the performance model. We evaluated the proposed508

method on a cluster with eight servers using four benchmarks, with each benchmark having four509

different input data speeds. Experiment results revealed that our approach significantly improved510

the 99th-percentile tail latency of the four Flink programs by a factor of 2.62× on average and up511

to 5.26× overall and improved throughput by a factor of 1.05× on average and up to 1.21× overall.512
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